Rejuvenate

FLOOR CARE KIT

SPRAY MOP • DUST MOP • TILE & GROUT CLEANING
CARPET CLEANING • MULTI-SURFACE CARE

SUPER Scrub Pad for Sticky Messes

1 MOP for EVERY FLOOR SURFACE!

CLICK n CLEAN

FLOOR CARE KIT

SPRAY MOP • DUST MOP • TILE & GROUT CLEANING
CARPET CLEANING • MULTI-SURFACE CARE

User Guide
Safety Instructions

• Allow floors to fully dry before walking to avoid slipping.
• Carefully remove solution bottles when replenishing with another Rejuvenate® cleaning solution.
• **DO NOT** mix cleaning solutions with any other products.
• The Bottle Reservoir is specifically molded to fit **ONLY** Rejuvenate® cleaning product bottles. **DO NOT USE** or attempt to use any other manufacturer’s cleaning products.

For Best Results

Use Rejuvenate® Click n Clean™ on any flooring surface. It’s great to use on Hardwood, Laminate, Linoleum, Tile & Grout, Marble/Granite, Vinyl Tile, Sealed Concrete and Carpet. (with the carpet scrubber attachment sold separately). Do not use on unfinished, oiled, waxed or unsealed surfaces.

• **NOTE:** Rejuvenate® Floor Restorers or Shine Refresher cannot be used with this mop kit as it will permanently damage the spray pump.
• Dust or vacuum flooring surface before cleaning and using cleaning solutions.
• If you switch cleaning solutions, make certain to use a clean, dry microfiber pad.
• Flush and clean Bottle Reservoir with 1 Oz. of warm water when switching cleaning types. Repeat as needed.
• If spray nozzle is clogged, simply clean with warm water and a cotton swab.
• Launder microfiber pads directly after use on gentle cycle using mild detergent and allow to air dry. **Do not use fabric softener.**
• Use only Rejuvenate® 32 Oz. or 40 Oz. spray-cleaners with long neck bottles or look for the Click n Clean™ logo.
• Use of any other products could produce undesirable results.
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Click n Clean™

Floor Care Kit

Includes:
1. (1) 32 Oz. Rejuvenate® No-Bucket Floor Cleaner
2. (3) Bottle Adapters
3. Upper Pole section
4. Spray Trigger
5. Lower Pole Section
6. Bottle Reservoir
7. Click In Grout Brush Adapter
8. (1) White Microfiber Dusting Pad
9. (1) Blue Microfiber Cleaning Pad
10. Mop Base
11. Super Scrub Pad
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Rejuvenate® Click n Clean™
Instant Assembly

1. Attach Upper Pole section to Lower Pole section making sure to line up the notch so Bottle Reservoir is facing away and make sure the Spray Trigger is facing you making sure it is locked in.
2. Attach Mop Base to Lower Pole section by lining it up and click to lock.
3. Attach Super Scrub Pad to Mop Base top as shown.
4. To clean, attach Blue Microfiber Cleaning Pad to Mop Base bottom making sure it is firmly secure.
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1. No Bucket Floor Cleaner
2. Luxury Vinyl Floor Cleaner
3. Marble, Granite & Stone Floor Cleaner
4. Tile & Grout Everyday Cleaner
5. Grout Deep Cleaner
6. Carpet Spot & Stain Remover
Click n Clean™ Adapters Applicators

For Cleaning / Speed Mopping Floors

1. Remove Floor Cleaner bottle from box and remove cap. Attach Bottle Adapter (includes 3) to bottle top until secure. For trigger type bottles, remove trigger and attach bottle adapter as shown.

2. Insert bottle with Bottle Adapter attached into the Bottle Reservoir. **Note:** You can use any 32 Oz. or 40 Oz. Rejuvenate® floor cleaning products with the long neck as shown or look for the Click n Clean™ Logo.

3. Start cleaning.

For Dusting

Remove Blue Microfiber Cleaning pad and attach the white Dusting Pad as shown to pick up loose dirt, hair, fur and more.

Grout Cleaning

1. To clean grout, remove Mop Base by pressing the button located on pole base just below the spray nozzle.

2. Attach grout brush to lower pole base and click to lock.
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Other Available Products

Rejuvenate® has a variety of available products to use with your Click n Clean™ Floor Care Kit. Visit www.Rejuvenateproducts.com/clicknclean or your local retail outlet.

No Bucket Floor Cleaner  
Tile & Grout Everyday Cleaner  
Luxury Vinyl Floor Cleaner  
Marble, Granite & Stone Floor Cleaner  
Carpet Spot & Stain Remover  
Grout Deep Cleaner

Replacement 3 Pack Bottle Adapters  
Replacement 3 Pack Super Scrub Pads  
Replacement Blue Microfiber Cleaning Pads and White Microfiber Dusting Pads

Grout Brush  
Carpet Brush

**Pro Tip - To easily find Click n Clean™ compatible products, look for the Click n Clean™ symbol on the Rejuvenate® packaging.**
Frequently Asked Questions

Q: The bottle adapter does not fit on the bottle. What should I do?
Only 32 Oz. or 40 Oz. Rejuvenate® spray bottles with a long neck as shown below fit the Rejuvenate® Click n Clean™ system.

Q: I’m using a 32 Oz. or a 40 Oz. Rejuvenate® spray bottle and the adapter still doesn’t fit. Why?
Rejuvenate® Products have different neck sizes. The only Rejuvenate® cleaning solution that is adaptable to the Click n Clean™ System is the following: 32 Oz. or 40 Oz. see below spray bottles. You can easily identify them using the below images for reference:

Use this:
32 Oz. or 40 Oz. long neck bottle

Do NOT use this short neck bottle

Use this 32 Oz. or 40 Oz. bottle with ratchet threading

Do NOT Use this 32 Oz. or 40 Oz. bottle with simple threading
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Frequently Asked Questions

Q: Are the bottle adapters reusable?
Yes! Always clean the adapters with warm water and mild soap after use and before using on another bottle.

Q: Can water be added to the cleaning solutions?
No, do not add water.

Q: Can a bottle be left in the reservoir for storage?
We recommend removing bottles and disposing of any fluid remaining in the bottle reservoir with repeated trigger sprays. Clean by pouring 1 Oz. of warm water into the Mop Reservoir and spray until water is flushed through. Air dry and store empty.

Q: Can I refill the bottles?
Bottles can only be refilled using the same Rejuvenate® cleaning solution.

Q: Can I use Rejuvenate® All Floors Restorer, Professional Wood Floor Restorers or Shine Refresher / Shine-It™ Floor Polish with this system?
No. The Click n Clean™ Floor Care Kit is only for 32 Oz. or 40 Oz. Rejuvenate® cleaners. Go to www.RejuvenateProducts.com/ClicknClean for more details.

Q: The bottle does not fit in Bottle Reservoir. What should I do?
Make sure you are using a long neck bottle and then press the 32 Oz. or 40 Oz. Rejuvenate® spray bottle firmly into the Bottle Reservoir until it clicks into place.

Q: What do I do if my device is leaking?
The Bottle Reservoir may hold up to 1 Oz. of liquid. If more liquid exists, check that the Bottle Adapter is fully threaded on the bottle.

Q: Why does the Bottle Reservoir have cleaning solution left over when the bottle is removed?
This is normal and may be disposed of in a sink or with repeated trigger sprays after removing the bottle. Allow to air dry.
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Rejuvenate® Click n Clean™ System components come with a 1-year warranty against manufacturing defects or workmanship and to perform as advertised and instructed in the Instruction Manual and/or on the package. Use and application of this product must conform to product instructions.

SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:

To qualify in the first year, register your product at www.rejuvenateproducts.com/warranty or keep your proof of purchase with model number RJMOPKIT1 and purchase date in case you need to file a claim at a later date. To register you will need the model number, purchase date, a digital copy of proof of purchase.

All repairs for defects in materials or workmanship will be performed free of charge or the product component will be replaced.

This warranty is not transferable, it is valid only for the original purchaser. This warranty will be voided if the unit is subjected to unauthorized repair, impact damage, use of unauthorized chemicals including but not limited to, restorers, shine refreshers, sealers, paints, stains, other branded products or abuse.

This warranty does not cover chemical solutions, pads, accessories or other parts intended to be consumed during use.

This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state.

For Life Products, LLC shall not under any circumstances, be liable for any consequential or any other damages in connection with your use of this product. Liability shall not exceed the replacement cost of this product.

Contact Us:
If you have any questions please call toll free: 877-959-1234 between 8:30 AM - 5:00 PM EST or contact us via email at info@rejuvenateproducts.com.
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Rejuvenate®
Make It NEW Again!

1 MOP for EVERY FLOOR SURFACE!

CLICK n CLEAN™